
 
 
September 2020 Monthly Meeting 
Chair: Matt Fox  Notes: Andrew Backhouse 
 
Apologies: Pippa Tyrrell. Anthony Jones, Ken Wallace, John Handley, Jonathan Price, 
Meesha Birch, Peter Carne, Jean Hill 
Present: Sarah Bridle, Andrew B, Garry Olson, Jane Selva, Rob Sharpe, Althea Wilkinson, 
Matt Fox, Lata Anderson, Charlie Wilson, Geoff Levermore, Lisa Johnson, Laura Wolz, Chris 
Frankland, Helen Lederer, Denise Renshaw, Flo Collier 
 
Welcome to Charlie Wilson and Laura Wolz, who have recently moved to the area. 
 

1. Welcome 
Matt welcomed everyone. 

 
2. Reports from groups:  
a) Lindow Moss – Matt –The group has been trying to set up a liaison committee as part of 
the conditions of the Croghan peat restoration plan, including Town Council and TW.  Setting 
up a Lindow Moss Community Forum too to try and give more people a say and give better 
communications – meeting next Tuesday at 7.30pm and hoping for 30 + people. All 
welcome. John Handley has written an excellent critique of the restoration work and it has 
been sent to various relevant people. 
 
b) Trees – Paddy and Jonathan are working on trying to replant trees to recreate the avenue 
on Broadwalk. Chris points out that damaging the tree roots has really impacted on the 
health of the beech trees. The tree group are also advising the owner of private land near 
Racecourse Rd but are worried about giving free advice and labour.  
 
c) Community Market Garden – Lata - 1. We had a site visit to the Kindling Trust. In 
Stockport which opened up a lot of questions – but told us the importance of concentrating 
on particular actions first, but have a long term plan.  Next meeting is with them on 29th Sept 
– all welcome. A plan is still being developed, looking at short term and long term goals and 
structure. Getting to the vision raise lots of issues – e.g. do we want to be organic, vegan. 
We have been offered some potential small site at Oakenclough Childrens Centre where 
they want to set up a café with produce, as a starting point, and there is some land at Land 
Lane allotments available, Lacey Green is still potentially an option.  
  
There is a grant request call from the Lottery Green Recovery Grant funding – with ‘ready to 
deliver the projects’ and funding spent by March 2021. Not sure if we are eligible….but it 
wants to support local food growing. We could get the money to get Land Lane up and 
running and a big green house – we’d need to get the council’s approval, but may need to 
be in partnership with another body or a not for profit organisation. Chris from Kindling Trust 



is looking at it in case there is a way they could help. We’d have to watch the implications for 
our current finances and insurance. Chris raised the issue of running small businesses and 
this is a massive project that needs a lot of commitment, someone with the energy to do it, 
and with TW more in support – is it TW’s role to run a business?  Where does liability lie? It 
needs a proper project manager. The group were encouraged to pursue it further with these 
in mind. 
 
Flo pointed out that we are also trying to grow the refill shop from her house, and it would be 
good to get an umbrella organisation that could do this too. 
 
d) Temp Garden – Garry – The Temp work parties has not been so well attended this year – 
but had a good session with 10-11 adults and some children last weekend. It’s made the 
park much more popular. There will be another working party in the next few weeks, and 
Chris was asked for woodchip. 
 
e) Climate Conscious Wilmslow and Clean Air Day – Lisa – There is a national initiative on 
the 8th October – and Lisa wants to focus on local schools with parents running their engines 
whilst waiting for children. She has designed posters to put on local lamp-posts including the 
station, and we want to put a copy with the minutes. Could we have leaflets as well? Lata 
and others happy to give out. We are prepared for TW to pay for this and suggest Meesha is 
asked to look at design. We need to plan for this for next June too. 
 
f) Transport – Rob – Sadly the residents of Pownall Park did not want to close off Broad 
Walk to prevent a rat run – but there are temporary speed restrictions going in for Broad 
Walk and part of Hawthorn Lane, and most of Pownall Park. Cheshire East did not manage 
to communicate on the plans very well and Helen said there was a letter distributed that was 
not accurate and made trouble. Sarah asked how we might get the 20mph made permanent. 
Progress on 20’s plenty seems to be slipping perhaps because of the pressure on temporary 
measures. We can circulate the petition to the High School too as children can sign. Sarah 
and Flo have had something put in the Gorsey Bank School’s newsletter. There is a 
Transport meeting next week. 
 
g) Repair Cafe - Ken via Matt – The virtual repair café has not bee very effective, and the 
rule of 6 makes an open air repair café difficult – but Ken’d be happy to set one up if we 
though an open air one was possible/sensible. There is an exception for educational 
activities which Charlie thinks might be useful so we think it might be possible. Flo is willing 
to publicise it in Facebook if we are taking in repairs too. Lata would have attended if 
something was happening. 
 
h) Cheshire East Climate Alliance - Flo/Andrew – Transition Bollington have bought a mobile 
Air monitor. Bollington Town Council are setting up 6 electric car charging points too. The 
White Paper on Planning is a concern, with comments by Bollington Civic Trust forming the 
basis of the CECA response – the White Paper is very woolly. (We noticed today that 
Wildlife Trusts are trying to get rewilding included).  
 

3. Finance – Helen –  
Balance: £2708/.90 – no funding coming in as we can’t hold our events. The insurance was 
over £500 this year. We do not think anything is owed currently. Do we need to consider a 
nominal membership fee? Some insurance companies have given rebates because things 
have not happened – so Helen will ask. If there was money available, Garry wants to repair 
some of the timbers on the Temp’s raised beds. Garry will get a price and mention it at the 
next meeting. 
 
4. The Transition Wilmslow name and strap-line - discussion. 



Suggestions have been made that we might rename ourselves, and we have been told we 
need to have a clear strap-line. Ideas on this latter have included: 

• Wilmslow Acting on Climate Emergency 
• Wilmslow community pushing action on climate change 
• Making the world a better place for the future from Wilmslow 
• From food to transport, houses to landscape, working together on climate change 

action 
• Together, climate action – small and big steps in Wilmslow 
• A sustainable environment for the future 
• TW - Striving to improve our environment 
• TW – Sustaining the environment of Wilmslow 
• TW – Future proofing Wilmslow 
• TW – Safeguarding Wilmslow for our children 
• TW – Working towards a better future for Wilmslow 

Ideas today: Climate Conscious Wilmslow has more followers/attention than we get, and the 
new people here and younger members do feel the name is dated and unattractive.  Words 
like connections and health might be seen as attractive, but straplines need to be short. 
People suggested ideas like Future Proof Wilmslow,  

• TW Transitioning to a sustainable Wilmslow 
• Wilmslow Environment Action 
• Better, simpler, kinder Wilmslow? 

 
What does TW mean to us and the community ?– how much can we sum up in a title and a 
strapline 
We would like a new name to consider further at our next meeting– and would like a google 
doc. to try different ideas. Look at  

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1AansuG-
crd5LwwjwmizxtxHbZM6jLPj3yOHGGdIO-dQ/edit 

 
6. Black Lives Matter  
We talked about setting up a separate discussion group to for Black Lives Matter. Sarah 
needs to set up a date for us…… 
 
7. Any other business  
Lata wants to encourage us to attend a Wilmslow Town Council on Monday and wants as 
many people there as possible to see if they could set up a Covid recovery team…. 
 
8. Chair and minute writer for next time: 
 Andrew to chair and Laura to minute  
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